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Even the most mundane and abundant of the Even the most mundane and abundant of the 

rare earths, cerium, may have astonishing rare earths, cerium, may have astonishing 

demand growth thanks to new applications.demand growth thanks to new applications.

MolyCorp S-1 filed April 16, 2010: 
“Although IMCOA predicts that there 

will be a surplus of cerium in the future, 

we anticipate most of our production 

will serve the new, proprietary 

XSORBX® market segment. This 

segment alone is expected to consume 

many times more cerium units than we 

can produce.”

Molycorp’s proposed restart of Mountain Pass by 2013 would yield 
19,000 tonnes of REO, half of which would be cerium. 



$1.3 billion



Melange “spice” Unobtainium

National Research Council:  “By critical is meant that the loss, reduced 

access to, or significant cost increase of a mineral or mineral product, would 

cause a serious disruption in manufacturing, reduction in performance, or 

unacceptable price increase, of a manufactured product. “

Rick Rule: “fraudium, scamium�”

Security of SupplySecurity of Supply



How did China come to dominate REO supply?How did China come to dominate REO supply?





LightsLights HeaviesHeavies

Bayan Obo



The Chinese AnomalyThe Chinese Anomaly

� Hybrid central command economy 

with outsourced production 

� Cheap Labor – urbanization of 1 

billion rural Chinese unleashed by 

the end of orthodox communism

� No Health & Safety for Workers

� No environmental emission 

controls

� No Unions to secure medical or 

pension benefits

� US Dollar Peg: the devil’s bargain 

of maintaining an undervalued 

renminbi by bankrolling the US 

trade deficit through the 

accumulation of US treasury debt

� FDI: foreign direct investment and 

technology transfer





Wakeup Call for the Rest of the WorldWakeup Call for the Rest of the World



Chinese Rare Earth Chinese Rare Earth 

Policy in ActionPolicy in Action





Global Distribution of Rare Earth SourcesGlobal Distribution of Rare Earth Sources
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United States imports only 15% by weight and United States imports only 15% by weight and 

7% by value 7% by value –– much ado about nothing?much ado about nothing?



United States consumes half of worldUnited States consumes half of world’’s fluid cracking s fluid cracking 

catalyst demand which is also 68% of its rare earth catalyst demand which is also 68% of its rare earth 

import. import. FCCsFCCs boost refinery recoveries by 7%.boost refinery recoveries by 7%.





Raw Material Supply ChannelsRaw Material Supply Channels
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“Eyes in the Sky”

“32 million surplus males”

Petro-Dollar Recycling?



The Carrington Event

1859 Geomagnetic Storm



ItIt’’s the rapid rise to unprecedented COs the rapid rise to unprecedented CO2 2 IevelsIevels

which is the problem, not which is the problem, not ““global warmingglobal warming””!!



Source: New Scientist Feb 25, 2009

Transforming the Energy Foundation of the WorldTransforming the Energy Foundation of the World





““Not to worry, China is in a BubbleNot to worry, China is in a Bubble””

China Bears Jim China Bears Jim ChanosChanos & Hugh Hendry& Hugh Hendry

And if China does crash and burn?And if China does crash and burn?
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